SPIRITUAL JOURNEYING
FOR PERSONS WITH AIDS

† Are you looking for inner strength?
† Do you seek God in your life?
† Do you want to pray?
† Then, make each day count!

Join us at:

CATHOLIC AIDS MINISTRY
Cathedral of St. John the Evangelist
831 North Van Buren Street, Milwaukee

- Prayer support groups
- Processing newly infected persons
- Prayer for strength and healing
  - second Thursday of each month
  - 7:00-8:00 PM, 831 N. Van Buren St.
- One-on-one spiritual journeying
- Home prayer visits
- Spiritual retreats
- Someone to simply listen
- Spanish interpreter
- Coordination with ARCW
  (AIDS Resource Center of Wisconsin)
- Coordination with other AIDS Resources

Everyone’s invited:
- people with AIDS or HIV+
- families and partners
- caregivers, friends
- neighbors

Contact: Fr. Mike Hammer
Coordinator, Catholic AIDS Ministry
Archdiocese of Milwaukee
831 North Van Buren Street ♦ Milwaukee WI 53202
Phone: 414/238-2719